
 

 

 
 
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 
New dormakaba PURE® Sonos Interior Glass Walls Offer Sleek, Rugged 
Minimalist Design 
Enjoy Excellent Sound Protection Without Interrupting Sight Lines 
 
 
INDIANAPOLIS, October 18, 2022 – dormakaba’s new PURE® Sonos Framed Glass Wall 
System combines the transparency of glass with STC rating to enhance privacy. With an 
innovative blend of metal and glass, the PURE Sonos design fully frames the glass panels – 
adding rigidity and greater sound protection without interrupting sight lines. 
 
“dormakaba’s PURE Sonos provides an STC rating of 35, providing a fully framed design with 
increased privacy,” said Curtis Massey, product manager for interior glass systems. “It is ideal 
for clients looking to solve sound transmission requirements on glass walls.” 
 
PURE Sonos Framed Glass Walls are ideal for: 

• Spaces requiring greater sound control 

• Sliding door applications 

• Office fronts 

• Small conference rooms 
 
Sliding door options include both Traditional and SoftClose sliding. The SoftClose options 
controls and regulates opening and closing speed to prevent the door from slamming or 
traveling too quickly. 
 
dormakaba’s PURE Sonos Framed Glass Wall System is available to order now. Product will 
ship in early 2023. 
 
For more information, visit dormakaba.com. 
 
 

About dormakaba 

dormakaba is a leading global provider in the access solutions market. The company 

reimagines access by setting industry standards for smart systems and sustainable solutions 

across the lifecycle of a building. Around 16,000 employees worldwide provide their expertise to 

a growing customer base in more than 130 countries.  

dormakaba supports its customers with a broad, innovative portfolio of integrated access 

products, solutions and services that easily fit into building ecosystems to create safe, secure, 

and sustainable places where people can move around seamlessly.  

dormakaba is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange and is headquartered in Rümlang near Zurich 

(Switzerland). It generated a turnover of CHF 2.8 billion in financial year 2021/22.  

https://www.dormakaba.com/resource/blob/1283064/516fb80715e08ad3d1d954c6a0826e61/kaa1527-dormakaba-igs-pure-sonos-factsheet-final-pdf-data.pdf


 

 

SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA   
 
Further information about dormakaba Americas on dormakaba.com/us. 

Further information about dormakaba Group on dormakabagroup.com/en.   

Insights and inspiration from the world of access on blog.dormakaba.com.   

News about dormakaba Americas on dormakabamernews.com. 

 
CONTACT: 

dormakaba Americas 

Email: pr.amer@dormakaba.com 
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